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In the 1600s South Canara, on the western coast of Karnataka, came under the  jurisdiction of
the Archdiocese of Goa, while the territory to its south known  as Malabar belonged to the
Archbishopric of Cranganore. St. Francis Xavier was  at Cannanore in Malabar, for a few hours,
but there is no evidence for the  popular tradition that he preached in Canara. The Franciscans
seemed to have  done the pioneer work who early in the sixteenth century had founded several 
mission stations along the west coast of India; and the number of Christians was  augmented by
migrations from Goa.

In the seventeenth century, on account of the decline of the Portuguese  supremacy in India,
Canara seems to have had a paucity of resident clergy to  minister to the faithful. As a
consequence the Holy See placed the area under  the already existing Carmelite Vicar
Apostolic of Malabar. Between 1685 and 1712  some Oratorians were working in the districts, of
whom the chief was the Ven.  Joseph Vas. In 1764

Canara came under Hyder Ali of Mysore, whose attitude towards the Christians  while was
favourable,  his son and successor Tippu Sultan (1782-1799) who  had an antipathy towards
the British, suspected the Christians as collaborators  of these foreigners and showed motivated
by political strategy, took the  Christians captive. A few on the outskirts of Mangalore, managed
to escape and  remained free, others escaped to the hills in the Coorg and to those parts of  the
district free of persecution. Meanwhile the area continued to remain under  the Carmelite Vicar
Apostolic of Verapoly (Malabar) whose jurisdiction comprised  not only South but also North
Canara (Sunkery or Karwar mission) while Coorg  fell to the lot of the vicar Apostolic of the
Great Mogul at Bombay.

In 1838, in consequence of the brief "Multa Praeclare", and its  definitive restriction of the
Padroado jurisdiction,  rivalry and discord  was renewed between the Propaganda (Rome) and
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Padroado (Portuguese Jurisdiction)  parties. In 1840 the people of Canara hoped to put an end
to these dissentions  by petitioning for a separate vicariate; but the movement was opposed by
the  Carmelite vicar Apostolic. In 1845 the Vicariate of Verapoly was divided into  three parts
(Quilon, Verapoly and Mangalore) and the pro-vicar Apostolic  appointed for Mangalore was a
Carmelite, Father Bernardine of St. Agnes. In 1853  South Canara was made into a separate
vicariate but remained under Italian  Carmelite rule until 1858, when it was transferred to the
French Carmelites, and  finally in 1878 to the Jesuits.

On the formation of the hierarchy in 1886 Mangalore became a bishopric, which  in 1893,
together with Trichinopoly, was made suffragan to Bombay. Msgr.  Nicholas Pagani, S.J.,
1885-95 (became first bishop in 1886). Fr, Abundius  Cavadini S.J., 1885-1910 was involved in
the building of institutions of the  Mangalore Diocese.: St. Aloysius's College, Mangalore,
affiliated to Madras  University, the only First Grade College on the Malabar Coast with Classes
from  elementary to B.A. taught by Jesuit Fathers and lay-teachers; providing boarding  house
for out of town students and hostels for non-Catholic students. Many  non-Christian pupils of
various castes and creeds were among the pupils.

  

                   St. Joseph's Seminary, Jeppu, began with 43 seminarians under Jesuit professors;

                   St. Joseph's Asylum work-shops at Jeppu, Mangalore; with three orphanages at 
Mangalore, and two at Cannanore and Calicut.

                    Fr. Muller's Kankanady Hospital, Leper Asylum and other medical facilities.

                   The Cloistered Carmelite Convent at Kankanady with 16 choir-nuns. 5 law-sisters, 
and 4 tourières.

The finest buildings in the diocese are St. Aloysius's college and church,  St. Joseph's
seminary, and the (Gothic) convent of Cloistered Carmelite Nuns.
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ST JOSEPH'S INTER DIOCESAN SEMINARY

St Joseph's Inter-diocesan Seminary, Mangalore, was first established
in 1763  at Monte Mariano, some 13 kms east of Mangalore town.
However, during the  captivity of Kanara Catholics under Tippu Sultan
in 1784, the seminarians were  dispersed or sent to Verapoly and for
the next few decades, there is no record  to show that a Seminary
existed in Mangalore. However, in 1843, a certain Fr  Pius Noronha was
said to have been the Rector of the Seminary at Monte Mariano.  In
1845, when the Carmelites took over the care of the Church in
Mangalore, they  gathered the candidates to the priesthood in a house
which was then situated in  the locality which is now St Anne's Convent.
This Seminary was then transferred  to Sunkery, some 5 kms east of
Karwar. It was again brought back to Monte  Mariano. Finally, a plot of
land was acquired at Jeppu, where a large house with  a chapel was
built as a residence of the Bishop and also for the seminarians.  Now
the convent of Sisters of Charity, Jeppu, stands in that place.

In 1870, there were 34 priests and 12 seminarians in Mangalore. The
Jesuits  took over from the Carmelites in 1878, and the very first act of
the new Vicar  Apostolic, Mgr Nicholas Pagani, was to reorganize the
Seminary. Hence the  present St Joseph's Seminary came into being
on 11th January 1879. During  the hundred years and more of its
existence, the Seminary has trained a large  number of seminarians
belonging to several dioceses of India. Initially started  as the Diocesan
Seminary of Mangalore, the Seminary became an Inter-diocesan 
Institution when the Mangalore diocese was bifurcated into Mangalore
and Calicut  dioceses in 1923. When the Seminary celebrated its
centenary, not of its  establishment, but of its reorganization under the
Jesuits, the then superior  General of the Jesuits, Fr Pedro Arrupe,
visited the Seminary on 11 January  1980, and, on that occasion uttered
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these prophetic words: "We are aware  that the goal or future of our
work for the seminaries is to be achieved under  the direction of the
Bishops and of the secular clergy, because, as the Council  says, if it is
possible, it is good to have Bishops and secular clergy forming  the
secular priests who obviously know what they require." Moved with this 
desire to facilitate the assumption by the diocesan clergy of their rightful
 role in the formation of the diocesan seminarians, the Karnataka Jesuit
Province  through their Superior General, requested the Sacred
Congregation for the  Evangelization of Peoples to be relieved of the
administrative responsibility of  the Seminary. By its Decree dated 15
July 1992, the Sacred Congregation for the  Evangelization of Peoples
authorized the transfer of administration of the  Seminary from the
Society of Jesus to the Inter - diocesan (Mangalore &  Calicut) Board of
Administration with effect from 1st June 1995. First of June  1995 went
down as a great event in the history of St Joseph's Inter - diocesan 
Seminary. On that day the Society of Jesus who had carefully looked
after the  formation of the Students for priesthood for 116 years, handed
over the  administration to the diocesan clergy of Mangalore and
Calicut. Another  milestone in the history of our Seminary was the
completion of 125 years of its  existence on the 11th January 2004. The
appropriate celebrations of this great  event have goaded the entire
Seminary community on to march forward with the  greater commitment
and determination towards the formation of future priests.

This Seminary has given the Indian Catholics many bishops and
archbishops.  among whom are Archbishop Vincent Concessio, of New
Delhi,  Bishop Patrick  Nair of Meerut and late Bishop Sylvester
Monteiro of Aurangabad.       Their spiritual and intellectual natures
were nurtured by the devout priests who  imparted knowledge and
spirituality to them, which has stood them well through  the present day.

        Service for the Church:
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St Joseph's Inter-diocesan Seminary prepares candidates        to the Priesthood, Three Years of Philosophy and Four Years of Theology        Courses, leading to the conferring of the Degree of Bachelor of Theology (B.Th.),        by the Urban University, Rome, to which the Seminary is affiliated.

Conditions and        Requirements to pursue the programme mentioned above :
I. Academic Eligibility for        Admission to the Seminary:

       1. For Philosophical Studies:
       Successful completion of graduation or its equivalent towards entrance        into the Major Seminary.

       2. For Theological Studies:
       Successful completion of Philosophical studies with graduation or its        equivalent and at least a year of Regency.

I I. Academic Requirements:

       1. The Academic Programme has been reorganized keeping in mind the        prospects of raising our Seminary into a Faculty of Philosophy and        Theology. This Programme will have year-wise classes, doing away with the        cycle-system in phases. The courses and classes are arranged in such a way        that both the staff and students get more time for personal study and        research work.

       2. Credits : During the three years of Philosophy and four years of        theology, students are expected to complete all the prescribed courses.        Every course carries credits according to its importance. One credit        consists of 15 lecture hours and an equal amount of time on work outside        the class. Each lecture is of 45 minutes duration.

The Lecture schedule is confined to the forenoons with        FOUR hours of classes. The afternoons are allotted either for subsidiary        subjects or research work.  A visiting professor may also be given        these hours for the completion of his course.

       4. Attendance : Attendance at all prescribed Courses is an essential        requirement. If one is not able to attend a class, he should report the        matter to the Professor concerned, either through the class Beadle or the        section Prefect, after obtaining permission from the section Minister. A        longer absence needs the express permission of the Rector, which is to be        communicated to the Dean of Studies.

       5. The class schedule is as follows:
       I hour : 8.30 a.m. to 9.15 a.m.
       II hour : 9.20 a.m. to 10.05 a.m.
       III hour : 10.25 a.m. to 11.10 a.m.
       IV hour : 11.15 a.m. to 12.00 p.m.
       This is not applicable to the I Year Philosophy students, who have a        five-hour class schedule every day.

       6. Students, at the discretion of the Professor, may/will be asked to        submit a written assignment; it should be kept in mind, however, that too        many assignments may not come at the same time, which may impair the work        of the student.
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SEMINARS

III Year Philosophers and II & III Year Theologians        are expected to go through one Seminar every year, leading to writing a        Paper, combining both academic research and personal reflection.

.1 The Themes will be fixed by the Dean of Studies with        a guide from among the resident professors, if need be from the Visiting,        but residing in the town.
       .2 Each student will choose one theme from among those proposed by the        Dean of studies, keeping in mind his interest in the subject, his ability        to work and his future ministry.
       .3 A student should work under a different guide every year, with a        different theme, and a different subject.
       .4 Each seminar session will be divided into two segments of one lecture        hour each. The first hour will be devoted to the presentation and the        second hour for discussion etc...
       .5 The student presenting the seminar will be expected to do more        extensive research relevant to his/her presentation.
       .6 The 'presenter' has to develop a coherent presentation and should        provide all the participants with a schematic outline of the presentation.
       .7 At the end of the semester/year the student must provide a 10 pages        written Paper as the fruit of his research including the outcome of the        seminar discussions.
       .8 The assessment will be based on the following elements :
       a) Active participation in all sessions.
       b) The quality of the individual presentation.
       c) The quality of the final Paper.

III. Examinations :

       1. Frequency : There are two ordinary sessions of examinations, one at the        end of each semester.
       The Visiting Professor may conduct an examination at the end of his/her        course, if it can't be accommodated in the ordinary sessions.

       2. Mode : Examinations are conducted in one of the following ways :
       a) Only an oral examination lasting not less than 15 minutes each in        subjects of more than TWO credits, and not less than 10 minutes in the        others.
       b) Only a written examination lasting not less than TWO hours.
       c) An oral examination carrying 50% of the marks lasting at least 10        minutes, with the rest of 50% allotted for written        examination/assignments.  Minimum for a pass is 60% in all the        subjects.

       4. In case of a failure, students are obliged to repeat the examination        and pass in it. The first session of the re- examination will be held in        October for the I Semester subjects and in June for the II Semester        subjects, as marked in the Calendar. In case a student fails in the        re-examination, no more provision is made for further examinations.

       5. No exemption from any examination is given except for a grave reason,        which has to be obtained from the Dean of Studies in writing and        communicated to the Professor concerned, prior to the commencement of the        examination.
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       6. Grading System : The grading system is worked out to match with that of        the Urban University :
       60 - 69 : Third Division/Pass (Probatus)
       70 - 79 : Second Division/Satisfactory. (Bene Probatus)
       80 - 89 : First Division/Good. (Cum Laude Probatus)
       90 - 96 : Distinction/Very Good.
       (Magna cum Laude Probatus)
       97 - 100 : Excellent. (Summa cum Laude Probatus)

       7. AD AUDIENDAS (Ad Auds) : Ad Auds examinations are held in mid-July in        the IV Year Theology, the duration of which is 30 minutes each by a board        of Three examiners. The student is examined on his knowledge of Morals,        Canon Law, correct pastoral approach to contemporary problems of christian        living and proper skills in the administration of the sacraments.

       I V. Final Examinations :

1. B. Th. and Comprehensive : These are conducted        towards the end of the IV Year Theology, consisting of both written and        oral.
       2. Eligibility : Only those students, who have passed in all the subjects        right through the years of theology, are eligible for B.Th.
       The applications for B.Th. have to be submitted to the Dean of Studies in        a prescribed form in July as marked in the Calendar. An eligibility        certificate will be issued to the students by the end of July.
       4. As per the directives of the Urban University, their names will be sent        to Rome for inscription.
       5. The written examination is of five hours duration. From the TEN Themes        given earlier, THREE will be chosen by casting lots, of which ONE has to        be answered by the student.
       6. The Oral Examination is of 45 minutes duration, by a board of three        examiners. Points for the oral examination will be given after the        issuance of the eligibility certificate.
       7. Non-B.Th. students will have to answer a three-hour long written        examination and an oral exam lasting 30 minutes conducted by a board of        three examiners.
       8. PHILOSOPHY : Comprehensive Examination :
       The philosophy comprehensive examination is held at the end of the III        Year programme. It will consist of an oral lasting 30 minutes and        conducted by a board of three examiners. Besides the oral examination each        student is required to write a Thesis on some theme from the portion done        in the whole philosophy programme, and this has to be submitted by the end        of January.
V. Seminary Library:
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1. The Seminary Library contains about 50,000 volumes        of various disciplines, especially on Theology, Philosophy,         Spirituality,   Bible, Liturgy, Canon Law, Catechetics, etc.        Besides it also has national and international reviews on the above        subjects, with back numbers bound, numbering about 150 in all, and in        various languages, both Indian and foreign.
       The Library has multi-volume Encyclopedias and Dictionaries and important        collection of source materials.
       A student may borrow two books at a time for a period of two weeks, which        has to be indicated in the Library Card provided for the purpose. The same        books may be borrowed again for a further period of one week only.
       4. All books should be returned to the Library before the commencement of        Christmas and summer vacations. Explicit permission of the Librarian is        required to retain books during vacations.
       5. A separate spacious Reference Hall, which is provided for the use of        the students, is a place meant for study; hence its sacredness has to be        maintained by every student.
       6. Books from the Reference shelves should not be taken out of the        Library. They are marked as 'O. B.'
       7. The Reference Hall is open daily from :
       8.00 a.m. to 12.00 noon
       2.15 p.m. to 8.00 p.m.
       These timings are subject to change.
       8. Access to the Library stacks can be had on all working days between        1.00 p.m. to 1.30 p.m. and on Thursdays and Sundays from 11.00 a.m. to        12.00 noon, except on days of monthly recollection.
       9. Xerox facility is available in the Library office.
       Timings are : Class days : 2.30 to 4.30 p.m.
       Thursdays : 10.00 a.m. to 12.00 noon

VI. The Fee Structure for External Students :

       Rs 10,000.00  for a breakdown, visit their website, address given at        the end of the article.
VII. Audio-Visual Department :
Located in the main building of the Seminary, a modest        Audio-Visual Department is at the disposal of the students for the purpose        of prayer, liturgy, academies and for pastoral and social ministry. This        department contains rather a good collection of slides, audio and video        cassettes on various themes.
VIII. Computer Centre :
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The Seminary has a small Computer Centre, which is centrally        located, with the purpose of giving basic training in computers to the        Theology students.
XI. Students' Council :
The Students' Council constituted with the sole purpose of        getting the students involved in their formation, runs smoothly under the        direction of an Animator from among the staff. Their periodical meetings        enable them towards a life of responsibility, coordination and personal        growth.

EXTENSION PROGRAMMES

A. Theology for Women Religious :
       The Seminary keeps its doors open to the Women Religious leading to the        Degree of Bachelor of Theology. The purpose of this venture is to equip        them with theological education so as to form them as responsible partners        in the process of building communion in the local/ particular church.        Those Religious who opt to undergo such a training are expected to fall in        line with the regular academic arrangements of the Seminary.
B. Theology for the Laity:The Seminary organizes a two-year Certificate Course of        Theology for the Laity with the purpose of equipping them with sound        theological knowledge so that they may be of service to the local church.
C. JOSKIRAN, Journal of Religion and Thought :
       To give ample opportunity for research work to the staff members and other        scholars, a Journal under the title, JOSKIRAN, has been launched. This        will also enable the Seminary to be in par with other Theological and        Philosophical Institutes.
D. Late Bishop Basil S. D'Souza Memorial        Lectures:
In order to keep alive the memory of late Bishop Basil,who was        the Head of Mangalore Diocese for 31 years, and during whose tenure of        office, the Diocese saw great strides of growth, the Seminary has begun        Late BISHOP BASIL S. D'SOUZA MEMORIAL
       LECTURES.These will be held once a year at a convenient time, and they        will be delivered by eminent theologians from India and abroad on relevant        themes, keeping in mind the missionary thrust of Seminary formation, which        was very dear to the heart of late Bishop Basil.

   

St. Joseph  Interdiocesan Seminary,
Jeppu, Mangalore - 575 002
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Welcome to Mangalore  & Udupi
The diocese of Mangalore comprises the 
South Kanara district of Karnataka and the
Kasargod district of Kerala State. 
Geographical area : 8,425.01 sq.km. Total
Population : 37,44,513 Catholics : 
3,40,654 Diocesan Priests 64 Religious
Priests 102 Religious Brothers 17 
Religious Sisters 439 Seminarians (Major
52 Minor 22) 74 Parishes 140 
Sub-stations 25 Hospitals 10 Beds 1280
Dispensaries 14 Children's Homes 
(Orphanages) 23 Inmates 575 Leper
Asylum 1 Inmates 115 Lower Primary & 
Higher Primary Schools 144 Students
66240 High Schools 61 Students 28176
Junior  Colleges 3 Students 1620
Colleges 10 Students 14370 Homeo
Medical College 1  Students 236 Training
Schools 3 Students 282 School of Nursing
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1 Students 132  College of Nursing 1
Students 199 Training College Students
108 Technical  Schools 12 Students 1618
Back to Top Back to Top Bishop Victor R.
Fernandes  succeeded Bishop Valerian in
1931 and reigned over Mangalore for 24
years. He  gave priority for the primary
education and Sunday Catechism. During
his tenure,  religious orders of Olivet
Brothers, Ursulines, Bethany Sisters were 
established. He built the presbytery for the
retired priests. He was succeeded  by
Bishop Basil Peris and Bishop Raymond
D'Mello for short periods.

Pope Pius XI divided the Diocese in  1923
and appointed Fr Valerian D'Souza, one
trained in St Joseph's Seminary, as  the
first native Bishop on February 28, 1928.
Mangalore under the local Bishops: 
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During the tenure of Msgr Pagani,
Mangalore became the field of hectic
activity.  St Joseph's Seminary, St
Aloysius College, Fr Muller's Hospital, St
Joseph's  Workshop, Codialbail Press and
orphanages were established by him. On
November  25, 1885, Msgr Pagani was
consecrated as Bishop at Cathedral and
on January 25,  1887, Mangalore was
declared an independent diocese.
Formation of the Diocese:  During the
regime of Carmelites, the Mangalorean
Christians constantly sent  memorandums
to the Holy See to send Jesuits to
Mangalore to start Institutions  for higher
education. So after the death of Bp Mary
Ephrem, Rome studied the  situation and
handed over the Mangalore mission to the
Jesuits of Naples who  reached
Mangalore on 31st December 1878 under
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the leadership of Msgr Nicholas  Pagani.
Two more Jesuits from Bombay joined the
original group of six among whom  Bishop
Pagani, Rev Augustus Muller, Rev Angelo
Maffei and Rev Urban Stein are  famous.
Jesuits in Mangalore: When the political
situation in Portugal was in  turmoil, Msgr
Antonio Carvalho arrived at Goa without
being consecrated as  Bishop. So many
parishes in South Canara did not accept
the leadership of  Carvalho but submitted
to the Vicar Apostolic of Verapoly. The
parishes in  Mangalore were divided into
two groups. To ward off this sad state,
Mangalore  Christians, under the
leadership of Fr. Joachim Pius Noronha,
requested the Holy  See to establish
Mangalore as a separate Vicariate and
sent Msgr Bernadine, a  Carmelite, as the
Pro-Vicar Apostolic of Mangalore. After
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him, Bp Michel Antony  and Bp Mary
Ephrem looked after the spiritual
well-being of Mangalore Catholics.  All the
three Bishops gave special attention in
training the local clergy. Mary  Ephrem
was instrumental in bringing the Cloistered
Carmel and the Tertiaries  (Apostolic
Carmel sisters) to Mangalore. Mangalore
under the Verapoly  Carmelites:

The Captivity (1784-1799): During  the
time of Tippu there were at least 27
Churches and a Seminary in Canara. 
Tippu ordered that all the Churches be
demolished and the property of Christians 
be taken to Srirangapattanam.
Accordingly nearly 40,000 people were
taken as  captives to Mysore from South
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Canara through the Jamalabad fort route.
A number  of people died on the way due
to hunger, disease and ill treatment by the
 soldiers. Those who resisted were thrown
down from the Jamalabad Islam. Those 
who resisted the brutish behavior of the
soldiers, were tortured by cutting off  their
noses and ears and paraded in the city.
Only after the death of Tippu, in  1799, the
Christians returned, only to find that their
property had been  confiscated.

The Christians started to build the 
churches and by 1815 most of the
churches were rebuilt. In the eighteenth 
century when Bednore rulers became
weak, Hyder Ali captured Bednore and
then the  factory of the Portuguese at
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Mangalore and renamed it as Couriel (Fort
of the  King). Hyder Ali had respect for the
Christians and Fr. Joachim Manuel
Miranda  was a friend of Hyder. However,
Christians in general hated him for they
had to  pay heavy tax for king's treasury.

Later the British captured Couriel  and the
Christians helped the British by giving
them rice, vegetables and money.

When Tippu came to power, he decided 
to come heavily upon the Christians.
Christians during the time of Hyder Ali and
 Tippu Sultan: At the recommendation of
the Vicar General of Verapoly, Msgr. 
Sebastiani, Pope Clement X appointed
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Thomas de Castro, a Theatine priest, as
the  Vicar Apostolic of Canara on 30th
August 1675 to remedy the sad state of
the  Canara Christians. After his
consecration, he came first to Calicut and
then to  Mangalore (1677-1684) and in
1680 he built conflict with Rome for
disregarding  the Padroado and so did not
cede the jurisdiction to Thomas de Castro.
Instead,  they appointed Fr. Joseph Vaz
as the Vicar Forane of Canara and he was
asked not  to submit to Bishop Castro
unless he showed the letter of
appointment. Fr.  Joseph Vaz was a
saintly man, worked as a zealous
missionary and he submitted to  Bisho
Castro. Bishop Thomas Castro as the
Vicar Apostolic of Canara: The 
Portuguese supported the mission activity
under the Padroado (Protectorate: 
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privileges) in Canara. However the arrival
of the British and the Dutch gave a  blow
to the activity of the Portuguese and
gradually the Portuguese were unable  to
send the required number of missionaries
to Mangalore.

The appointment of the Vicar  Apostolic of
Mangalore was felt to be the need of the
hour. Shivappa Naik, the  king of Bednore,
pressurized that a native priest be chosen
as the Vicar  Apostolic. So Fr. Andrew
Gomez was appointed as the Vicar
Apostolic but before  the nomination
papers could reach Mangalore, Fr. Gomez
died. Padroado and Canara  Christians:
We have no evidence that St. Francis
Xavier came to Mangalore,  though he
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laboured in Goa. The ancestors of many
Mangalore Christians are Goans  who
were welcomed by the Hindu rulers of
Bednore for their skill in agriculture. 
Others came to Mangalore to escape the
trials of inquisition and also to avoid  the
constant raids of the Marata rulers.
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